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Objectives

Participants will learn:

» Challenges of moving children to a new location

» Tips for helping children handle the move

» Ways to help children adjust to a new school and 
make new friends
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Agenda

» Introduction
» Different Children – Different Responses
» Unique Aspects of Military Children
» Positives of Moving
» Emotions Can Be Mixed
» Typical Concerns Children Have About Moving
» Moving Tips for Military Children
» Moving Tips for Children and Teens
» Special Tips for Infants and Toddlers
» Special Tips for Preschoolers
» Changing Schools
» Making New Friends
» When to Get Help
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Introduction

» Moving to a new neighborhood, city, state or even 
another country has become more common in the US 
with 1 in 5 families moving each year

» Moving can be a very exciting experience, but it also 
can be a challenging and stressful event for all family 
members including the children

» Children can be especially affected because they 
don’t have the life experience that parents have 
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Different Children – Different 
Responses

» Many children handle moves very well
» Some children have more difficulty
» It depends on their age, level of maturity, personality 

and temperament
» It also depends on the circumstances of the move
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Unique Aspects of Military Children

» One of the inevitable parts of military life is that 
families will be faced with moving either due to a 
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) or deployment

» On average military families move every 3 years

» Military kids may be the only child in their new 
school who is from a military family
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Positives of Moving

Your children get to:
» Make a fresh start
» Make new friends
» Get involved in new activities
» Discover a new neighborhood, city, state or country
» Move into a new home 
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Emotions Can Be Mixed

» Children may have a sense of adventure one minute 
and a sense of loss and grief the next

» Children can feel excited about a new home and 
having a new room, but also sad about leaving 
friends, family members and their old school
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Typical Concerns Children 
Have About Moving

» How am I going to leave my school? 
» How can I say goodbye to my friends?
» Will I be able to make new friends? 
» How will I fit in?
» Will I like it there? 
» What will my new school                                         

be like?
» Will my new teachers                                            

like me?
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Moving Tips for Military Children

» Explain the process of how the move will work, 
where the military is sending you and why

» Contact your local installation family center 
relocation manager

» Find out if your new command can assign a sponsor 
to assist with your transition
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Moving Tips for Children and Teens

» Let your children know right away about the move
» Give them time to say goodbye to friends and family 

members they are leaving behind
» Tell them about the new home they will be living in 

and how long it will take to get there
» Let younger children take some of their favorite toys 

on the trip to the new duty station
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Moving Tips for Children and Teens
continued

» Let them decide or at least have input on how their 
new room will be arranged and decorated

» Take them with you to explore the new 
neighborhood, city or town

» Give your children a specific job to do on moving 
day

» Encourage your children to talk about their feelings 
with understanding and acceptance
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Moving Tips for Children and Teens
continued

» Read story books about moving to younger children, 
and recommend books for older children and teens to 
read themselves

» Model the attitude and behavior you want your 
children to have

» Give your child a farewell party

» Be patient
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Moving Tips for Children and Teens
continued

» Keep routines as much as possible and try to avoid 
major life changes as much as possible

» Find extracurricular activities for your children to get 
involved in outside of school

» Teach your children your address and phone number 
before or as soon as you get to the new location

» Encourage them to talk about their feelings
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Special Tips for Infants and Toddlers

Children this age usually make the transition very well, 
however some children may:
» Pick up on your stress level

» Have behavior problems

» Have difficulty separating from caregiver other than yourself

What to do:

» Give them special attention, play with them and give lots of 
hugs

» Keep their security items (blanket, etc.) nearby

» Keep routines as much as possible
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Special Tips for Preschoolers

Preschoolers may:
» Not fully understand what is happening
» Get excited about the move
» Feel it is their fault if parents show frustration 
» Develop fears their belongings may be left behind
» Not understand that friends and neighbors won’t make the 

move too
What to do:
» Let them help with packing and unpacking their things
» Explain the move and why you’re moving in simple language
» Read story books about moving
» Keep routines the same as much as possible
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Changing Schools

Encourage your children to:

» Keep in touch with friends from their old school

» Talk to you and let you know how they feel

» Call their new school (if your child is young you can contact 
the school), and  set up a time to tour the school before the 
first day

» Go to their school’s website and find out as much as they can  
– How big is the school?

– What kind of sports activities are available?

– Is there a school newspaper or yearbook?

– Does the school have a band, orchestra or choir?
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Making New Friends

Encourage your children to:
» Smile and be friendly to everyone they meet
» Join clubs
» Participate in sports
» Take group classes inside or outside of school
» Let them know it takes time to make  new friends
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Making New Friends continued

» Be a good listener

» Be positive when talking to others

» Ask people about themselves

» Accept people as they are

» Be helpful to others 

» Give compliments 

» Decide to take charge

» Be a friend
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Making New Friends continued

If your child is nervous talking to new people that’s OK 
-- lots of people are

Encourage them to:

Smile!

Take a deep breath

Try to speak slowly 

Make their voice clear

Take their time

Not worry about being nervous
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When to Get Help

» It can take weeks or months for your child to fully 
adjust

» If your child does not adjust adequately within this 
time frame, or if the emotional affects of the move 
interfere with their functioning with school, family or 
peers, then don’t be afraid to seek help from a 
chaplain, local clergy, military community services or 
behavioral health services
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Summary

» How well children adjust to moving depends on their 
age, level of maturity, personality and temperament

» Emotions can be mixed during a move  - excitement 
as well as grief and loss

» Children need time to say goodbye to family and 
friends

» Changing schools and making new friends can be 
particularly stressful

» Children need parents to be patient and understanding 
and accepting of their feelings
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Questions
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Resources

» Military Community Services

» Chaplain and Local Clergy

» Military OneSource  (800) 342-9647

» TRICARE   www.tricare.osd.mil

» Behavioral Health Services
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